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A Trust Based Sensor Protocol for
Information Dissemination in a Point to Point Media

Nimmy George
Dept of CSE, Viswajyothi College of Engineering and Technology
Email: nimmy4ever@gmail.com

Abstract - securing the information dissemination is an important issue in wireless sensor network. Previously, there is no available
work on the integrated design of trust model and SPIN-PP protocol (sensor Protocols for Information via Negotiation) for
information dissemination in wireless sensor networks. In this paper, to improve the quality of this a trust based sensor protocol for
information dissemination in a point to point media is proposed. Here, first find out trust values of all the nodes by the trust model.
In the existing trust models each node’s trust table contains trust value of all its neighbors. But in this proposed solution each node’s
trust table contain only its own value. So there is no need for broadcasting the trust values of all the nodes. This will reduce the
transmission overhead over the network. Then SPIN-PP is used for information dissemination over the network. Here the
information can be send to the nodes with trust value higher than or equal to the threshold
Keywords- Wireless Sensor Network; SPIN-PP;Trust model; information dissemination

I.

INTRODUCTION

Wireless sensor network consist of spatially
distributed autonomous sensors to monitor physical or
environmental conditions such as temperature, sound,
motion, vibration and pressure. Security has an
important role in the routing procedure. The WSNs are
characterized by limited energy, bandwidth, and
memory capacity. This will impose strict limitations in
the implementations of security mechanism. The
security requirements [1] are user authentication,
confidentiality,
node
verification,
integrity.
Unfortunately security solutions for other networks are
not applicable to WSNs. So, to defend against attacks
new security solutions are needed.
Wireless sensor networks improve sensing accuracy
by providing distributed processing of vast quantities of
sensing information. Each sensor node operates
autonomously with no central point of control in the
network, and each node bases its decisions on its
mission, the information it currently has, and its
knowledge of its computing, communication and energy
resources. Compared to today’s isolated sensors,
tomorrow’s networked sensors have the potential to
perform with more accuracy, robustness and
sophistication. Several obstacles need to be overcome
before this vision can become a reality. These obstacles
arise from the limited energy, computational power, and

communication resources available to the sensors in the
network.
•

Energy-Because wireless sensors have a limited
supply
of
energy,
energy-conserving
communication protocols and computation is
essential.

•

Computation- Sensors have limited computing
power and therefore may not be able to run
sophisticated network protocols.

•

Communication- The bandwidth of the wireless
links connecting sensor nodes is often limited, on
the order of a few hundred Kbps, further
constraining inter-sensor communication.

A wide variety of security attacks such as black-hole
and grey-hole attacks address the information
dissemination. In the black hole and grey-hole attacks
the selfish nodes are refused to forward all or part of the
traffic received from its neighbors. These kinds of
attacks can be avoided by using the proposed solution.
In the trust model each node establishes trust
relationship with each other and base their routing
decisions not only on pure or geographical information
but also on their expectation that their neighbors will
sincerely cooperate. Trust is the confidence of a node hi
that a node hj will perform as is expected. The method
for obtaining trust information defining each node’s
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trustworthinesss are termed as
a trust modelss .The concept
is to create on
n each sensor a trust repositorry table which
will maintain and handle thhe information. Trust values
are computed between 0 annd 1. All thesee schemes are
aim to improvve the securitty and thus too increase the
throughput

wheereas overlap is a function off both topologgy and
the mapping of obbserved data to sensor nodes.
•

Resource blindnesss - In classic flooding, noddes do
not modify their aactivities based on the amouunt of
ven time. A nettwork
enerrgy available too them at a giv
of embedded
e
senssors can be “resource-awaree” and
adappt its communnication and computation tto the
statee of its energy resources.

In thhe proposed deesign, first findd out the trust values
v
of all noodes in the traansmission rannge. Then SPIIN-PP
protocoll is used for innformation disssemination on these
nodes. This
T
will reducce chance of sending data tto the
attacker nodes in the network.
ws. In
The rest of the paaper is organiized as follow
2 perform a stuudy on the preevious work. Seection
section 2,
3 speciifies the propposed solution. Then papper is
concludeed in the next ssection.
gure 1.Wirelesss Sensor Netwo
ork
Fig
SPIN is used to disseeminate inform
mation among
a energy-constrained wirreless sensor
sensors in an
network. Nodes running a SPIN coommunication
me their datta using higgh-level data
protocol nam
descriptors, called
c
meta-ddata. They use
u
meta-data
negotiations too eliminate thee transmissionn of redundant
data througho
out the networkk. In additionn, SPIN nodes
can base theeir communicaation decisionns both upon
application-specific knowledge of the daata and upon
knowledge off the resources that are availlable to them.
This allows the
t sensors to
o efficiently distribute
d
data
given a limiteed energy supply. There aree mainly four
specific SPIN protocols .Thee SPIN-PP andd SPIN-EC are
optimized for a point-to-pooint network, and
a SPIN-BC
and SPIN-RL
L, which are optimized forr a broadcast
network. SPIN
N-PP is mainlyy used for to overcome the
problems succh as implosiion, overlap and resource
blindness.
•

•

ooding, a nodee always sends
Implosionn - In classic flo
datato its neighbors, reegardless of whether
w
or not
t data from
the neighhbor has alreaady received the
another source. This leads to thhe implosion
problem. For examplee, node A starts
s
out by
flooding data
d to its two
o neighbors, B and C. These
nodes storre the data from
m A and send a copy of it on
to their neighbor
n
D. The
T
protocol, thus, wastes
resources by sending tw
wo copies of the data to D. It
is easy to see that imploosion is linear in the degree
of any nodde.
Overlap- Sensor nodess often coverr overlapping
nd nodes often
o
gather
geographiic areas, an
overlappinng pieces of sensor data. Overlap is a
harder prooblem to solve than the imploosion problem
– implosioon is a function only of netw
work topology,

II. PRE
EVIOUS WORKS
Theere are many trust
t
based mo
odels [2] [3] [44] [5]
[6] are used
u
for findinng out the attaccker nodes. In Some
previouss approaches tthe trust establlishment is reaalized
in a cen
ntralized mannner. All thesee methods are used
differentt parameters aas metrics for calculating
c
thee trust
value. There
T
is no avaailable work onn trust based sensor
s
protocolls for informattion disseminattion. In the exxisting
trust mo
odels the trust values of all the nodees are
broadcassted over the network. Thiis will increasse the
transmisssion overheadd and delay off this model. So
S the
trust mo
odel used in the
t proposed solution,
s
each node
calculatees its trust valuue and stored inn its own table.
The existing apprroach [8] used in the propposed
integrateed design; the trust model iss a fully distriibuted
scheme. This trust moodel is suitablee for the ad-hooc and
wireless sensor netwoorks. The conccept is to creaate on
each sennsor a trust table which will maintain
m
and handle
h
trust and
d reputation information abou
ut each neighbboring
node. Inn the trust tabble values regaarding a numbber of
events are stored. Heree the aspects too monitor are packet
p
forwardiing, networkk layer ACK
K, confidenttiality,
integrityy, authenticatioon, remaining energy. Then based
on thesee values, an overall
o
cost funnction is calcuulated
and then
n store the valuue in its trust taable.
The SPIN-PP [7] is used for inform
mation
disseminnation in wirelless sensor nettworks. SPIN-P
PP, is
optimizeed for a nnetworks, ussing point-to--point
transmisssion media, w
where it is possiible for nodes A and
B to com
mmunicate excclusively with each other without
interferin
ng with other nnodes. SPIN noodes use three types
of messaages for comm
munication.
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•

ADV – new data advertisement. When a SPIN node
has data to share, it can advertise this fact
by transmitting an ADV message containing metadata.

•

REQ – request for data. A SPIN node sends an
REQ message when it wishes to receive some
actual data.

•

DATA – data message. DATA messages contain
actual sensor data with a meta-data header.

The SPIN-PP protocol works in three stages (ADV–
REQ–DATA), with each stage corresponding to one of
the messages described above. The protocol starts when
a node advertises new data that it is willing to
disseminate. It does this by sending an ADV message to
its neighbors, naming the new data (ADV stage). Upon
receiving an ADV, the neighboring node checks to see
whether it has already received or requested the
advertised data. If not, it responds by sending an REQ
message for the missing data back to the sender (REQ
stage). The protocol completes when the initiator of the
protocol responds to the REQ with a DATA message,
containing the missing data (DATA stage). Figure 2
shows an example of the protocol. Upon receiving an
ADV packet from node A, node B checks to see whether
it possesses all of the advertised data (1). If not, node B
sends an REQ message back to A, listing all of the data
that it would like to acquire (2). When node A receives
the REQ packet, it retrieves the requested data and sends
it back to node B as a DATA message (3). Node B, in
turn, sends ADV messages advertising the new data it
received from node A to all of its neighbors (4). It does
not send an advertisement back to node A, because it
knows that node A already has the data. These nodes
then send advertisements of the new data to all of their
neighbors, and the protocol continues.

(2)

(4)

(1)
(5)
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Figure 2. The SPIN-PP protocol. Node A starts by
advertising its data to node B (1). Node B responds by
sending a request to node A (2). After receiving the
requested data (3), node B then sends out advertisements
to its neighbors (4), who in turn send requests back to B
(5), node B send its data to the nodes which does not
hold the advertised data (6).
There are several important things to note about this
example. First, if node B had its own data, it could
aggregate this with the data of node A and send
advertisements of the aggregated data to all of its
neighbors (4). Second, nodes are not required to respond
to every message in the protocol. In this example, one
neighbor does not send an REQ packet back to node B
(5). This would occur if that node already possessed the
data being advertised.
The main disadvantage of the trust model is that
there is no specific protocol for routing procedure. And
in the case of SPIN-PP, during the information
dissemination some nodes in the routing path will slow
down or refused to forward the information. If we are
sending information to those nodes that nodes will
refused to forward the information. To find out such
nodes trust based SPIN-PP is used. This will provide
more security. Previously, there is no available work on
the integrated design of trust model and SPIN-PP
protocol. So, this will avoid the attacker nodes from the
information dissemination procedure.
III. TRUST BASED SENSOR PROTOCOL FOR
INFORMATION DISSEMINATION IN A
POINT TO POINT MEDIA
It is the improved integrated design of trust model
and SPIN-PP. The trust model is used to find out the
trust value of all nodes in the routing path. The SPIN-PP
is used as the sensor protocol for information
dissemination through the nodes.

The trust value of each node is calculated by the trust
model. The main idea is to create on each sensor a trust
repository which contains only the information about its
own trust value. Broadcasting of the trust value is
avoided here to reduce the delay. In this, each node
calculates its own trust value. A threshold is set for the
trust value. The nodes with trust value less than the
threshold will considered as attacker and nodes with
value greater than or equal to threshold is considered as
trustable. The attacker nodes are avoided during the
routing procedure. The behavior aspects to monitor the
trust calculation are packet forwarding, network layer
ACK,
confidentiality,
integrity,
authentication,
remaining energy. The trust value calculated by the
following equation.
T=

S /(S+F)

(1)

Where T denotes the trust value. S and F are the
success and failed co-operations successively. To
perform routing decisions, a weighted cost function is
calculated which incorporates the trust information as
well as the location information. The weighted function
is as follows.
W (T)*T+W (D)*D

(2)

Where W (T) and W (D) are the weights applied to
the trust value and distance respectively and D is the
distance. Using (2) calculates the trust value of each
node. The nodes with trust value greater than the
threshold will select. Then apply SPIN-PP protocol.
The protocol starts when a node advertises new data
that it is willing to disseminate. It does this by sending
an ADV message to its neighbors, naming the new data
(ADV stage). Upon receiving an ADV, the neighboring
node checks to see whether it has already received or
requested the advertised data. If not, it responds by
sending an REQ message and the trust value for the
missing data back to the sender (REQ stage). The
protocol completes when the initiator of the protocol
responds to the REQ with a DATA message, to the node
with the trust value greater than or equal to the
threshold, containing the missing data (DATA stage).
Figure 3 shows an example of the protocol. Upon
receiving an ADV packet from node A, node B checks
to see whether it possesses all of the advertised data (1).
If not, node B sends an REQ message back to A, listing
all of the data that it would like to acquire (2). When
node A receives the REQ packet, it retrieves the
requested data and sends it back to node B as a DATA
message (3). Node B, in turn, sends ADV messages
advertising the new data it received from node A to all
of its neighbors (4). It does not send an advertisement
back to node A, because it knows that node A already
has the data. These nodes then send advertisements of
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the new data to all of their neighbors, and the protocol
continues.

(5)

Figure3. The trust based SPIN-PP protocol. Node
A starts by advertising its data to node B (1). Node B
responds by sending a request to node A (2).After
receiving the requested data (3), node B then sends out
advertisements to its neighbors (4), who in turn send
requests and its trust value back to B (5), node B send its
data to the nodes which trust value greater than or equal
to the threshold (6).
Here, the node which does not contain the
advertised data will send a REQ message along with the
its trust value. Then the node B check all the neighbor’s
trust values (who are send the REQ message back to A).
In the above example the node B send data to the
neighbors with trust value greater than the threshold.
The node B does not send its data to the attacker node
(darkened node) because its trust value is less than the
threshold.
If there is no such trust based SPIN-PP protocol
,the information send to the attacker node will refused to
forward information to its neighbors and it will only
cause overhead in the network .So, using this model we
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can avoid the attacker nodes from the information
dissemination process.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS
Previously, there is no available work on the
integrated design of trust model and sensor protocol for
information dissemination via negotiation for point to
point communication. The main aim of trust based
SPIN-PP is to provide security during information
dissemination. In this, the trust model is used to find out
the trust value of each node .Here each node’s trust table
contain only its own trust value. After finding the trust
values of each node SPIN-PP is used for selecting the
nodes for information dissemination. The nodes with
trust value less than the threshold are refused to forward
the information. These nodes are avoided from the
routing procedure by checking its trust value in the trust
table. An also the data reply contain a CRC field, which
will provide integrity. So the trust based SPIN-PP
provides more security in the case of routing attacks
detection in wireless sensor networks.
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